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Embedded between nearby Alpine peaks and the hilly terrain of the Jura, the French-speaking city of
Geneva lies in the bay where the Rhone leaves Lake Geneva. With its humanitarian tradition and
cosmopolitan flair, the European seat of the UNO and headquarters of the Red Cross is known as the
«capital of peace». Explore Geneva as well as La Chaux de Fonds, the former world capital of the
watch-making industry. Further enjoy a full day walk along the Creux du van a natural rock arena of
immense proportions.
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Itinerary
Thursday: Geneva
Arrive at Geneva Airport and meet your guide at the airport for the group transfer to your hotel in the
city of Geneva. After check-in meet your group for a guided visit of Geneva and dinner in a local
restaurant.

Friday: Creux du van
Today we visit and walk along the Creux du van, a natural rock arena of immense proportions.
Impressive 160 meter high vertical rock faces surround a four kilometer long and over one kilometer
wide valley basin.
Saturday: La Chaux de Fonds
Transfer to La Chaux de Fond, the former world capital of the watch-making industry. Visit on a guided
tour the Musée International d'Horlogerie (MIH) which is home to more than 4,500 collection pieces.
After the visit have lunch in a local restaurant and transfer to St Imier. Visit the cheese maker
Spielhofer where you can enjoy a guided tour of the cheese making process and taste the local cheese
at the end. Transfer back to Geneval for dinner.

Sunday: Departure
Enjoy some free time in the city of Geneva before your flight is leaving. Transfer to the airport and
departure.
Included
-

3 nights in selected hotels

-

3 Breakfasts, 2 lunches or picnic and 3 dinners

-

Welcome drink (a glass of wine or beer or soft drink)

-

Tab water with each included meal

-

Group leader throughout program

-

Local guides

-

Excursions and entrance fees as per program

-

All transportation as per program

-

Taxes, service charge, VAT on all included features.

